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Rand note: some modest restocking of foreign investor portfolios with EM debt in early 
November supported rand strength, although there has since been some pullback, as 
the currency consolidates above R15.00/USD   

  
 

 

 

  



 

   

   
 

 

   
 

 

  
         

•   Foreigners showed some appetite for SA bonds in the first two thirds of November, with 
R14.9bn in purchases, net of sales, but then net sales of -R2.3bn occurred in the rest of 
November to date. Overall, sales heavily overshadow purchases. 

•   In March foreigners sold off a hefty -R66.7bn in SA government debt on a net basis, in 
April -R17.7bn, and in May -R3.8bn ahead of net purchases of R2.9bn in June as markets 
prematurely shifted to pre-recovery positioning, before selling off -R64.4bn to end 
October. 



•   In total this year foreigners have sold off -R163.4bn in SA debt on a net basis from 
February to end October, chiefly on the back of the global financial crisis driven by the 
Covid-19 pandemic, with the February Budget having a negative impact earlier in the year. 

•   In contrast, total purchases of SA debt in November are only at R12.6bn on a net basis 
for the month to date, with other EM portfolio assets also gaining somewhat from the rise 
in risk-on but also not to any extent either that would eradicate the losses earlier in the 
year. 

•   That is, South Africa saw unprecedented foreign net sales of its debt up to November this 
year, with the IIF (Institute of International Finance) highlighting earlier that outflows 
relative to the size of the economy were the largest in Mexico, South Africa, and Turkey. 

•   With financial markets now anticipating the global economy increasingly recovering on the 
back of the protection offered by incoming vaccines next year, higher returning risks 
assets have recently seen some limited favour, including ZAR assets. 

•  The domestic currency currently averages R16.00/USD, R18.88/EUR and R20.95/GBP 
this quarter so far. While the run in the rand earlier this month has now consolidated, the 
rand will remain highly volatile, but could see some additional strength into the new year. 

•   With further recovery in global economic activity likely next year, high levels of liquidity on 
QE and expected low interest rates globally, risk assets are likely to remain relatively 
attractive, but the rand has not recouped its losses since the start of the year, nor SA its 
bond outflows. 

•   However, strong risk-on financial market sentiment this month, as vaccine news improves 
each week, masks the deterioration in SA’s credit quality, and so brings a false sense of 
security on the market reaction to SA’s rating downgrades, and so on longer term rand 
levels. 

    
 

 

  



 

 

  
 

   

  



 

   

  
 

•   While some positioning earlier in November increased into areas where strong sell-off 
occurred in March/April this year as investors move into higher risk EM assets, this is not 
a sustainable long-term rand support, and the domestic currency will remain highly 
volatile. 

•   Market sentiment will not remain in a strong risk-on phase forever, and the long-term trend 
of the rand is one of depreciation, both due to the persistent inflation differential with key 
trading partners and in the absence of SA’s failure to achieve fiscal consolidation.  

•   SA is on the cusp of the single B ratings with negative outlooks from two agencies and, 
falling down the credit rating ladder into the single B category is a major move and will 
have negative consequences, bringing marked rand weakness. 

•   While the rand may only see substantial weakness eventually, as opposed to initially if a 
very strong risk-on phase is underway, as is currently the case in market sentiment, 
market sentiment always dulls or turns, exposing fundamental weaknesses. 

•   The domestic currency remains undervalued on a purchasing power parity basis, and will 
likely remain undervalued in the short-term, but in the medium-term is expected to return 
to its PPP valuation, and in the longer-term continue to depreciate on a PPP basis. 

•   While the rand could attempt to pierce R15.00/USD in coming weeks, or into next year, 
as further progress on mass vaccine development occurs, as well as on start of the rollout 
of these vaccines, with markets already pricing in some of these developments. 

•   Additionally, SA’s high real bond yields are expected to see more than around 1% erosion 
as CPI inflation rises to around 4.5% y/y, from its current 3.3% y/y, but still offer relatively 
attractive returns and taken up during strong risk-on periods. 

•   These factors could drive the rand temporarily stronger, or just provide support to it around 
current levels (which is the expected case), in the remainder of this year and next, with a 
number of weak fundamentals still undermining the domestic currency. 

•   With news on vaccine developments coming out each Monday, the rand is currently 
trading at R15.27/USD, R18.31/EUR and R20.36/USD, and could strengthen this 
afternoon, but sustainably breaking through the key resistance level of R15.00/USD will 
prove difficult. 

 

  



 

   
 

 
 

  

 

 

  



 

   

  
 

  
 

  

 


